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Dave Brown
anti-materialist and wilderness lover

Dave Brown, wilderness lover, anti-
materialist and guerrilla bookkeeper died
in May aged 72 after some years of
increasing illness.

In the mid 1950’s Dave was a high powered
city actuary, but he dropped out to travel the
world over a decade before this became
fashionable. Subsequently he re-trained as
an anthropologist and spent time in New
Guinea living amongst tribal people, where
he took a particular interest in the way that
ceremony and ritual could turn conflict  into
peace.

He later returned to Britain - at which point I
think he had come to agree with Ghandi who,
when asked what he thought of western
civilisation, said that he thought it would be a
good idea.

I first met him in the early 1980’s whilst we
were both working for a north London housing
co-op. He was the co-op’s finance worker and
also a self taught jobbing electrician. I
introduced him to Red Rope, the socialist
outdoors club, which he took to immediately.
This was not surprising since he was anti
materialist, loved mountains and open spaces
and lived just off the Holloway Road, so that
London trips almost passed his door.
However he regarded most mountaineering
huts as a form of bourgeois decadence.
Dave’s view was that if you did not sleep
under a hedge you were wasting money and
alienating yourself from the outdoors. The
only hut in England that he really approved of
was Dubs Hut in the northern Lake District
which consisted of one small room a mile from
the road, where nature would often make itself
known in the form of wind through the cracks
and water through the roof.

Best of all, Dave loved the wild areas of the
north west of Scotland and especially the west
Sutherland coast. He would venture off to
these for weeks at a time, emerging slimmer
and satisfied with tales of the bothies he had
stayed in and the people that he had met. His
approach to the mountains can be summed
up by his habit of infuriating Munro baggers
by telling them that he had got within 10 feet
of the summit but had turned back because
to go to the top would give him the illusion of
having conquered the mountain.

Dave was someone who was determined to
live his life in a way that he thought right and
ethical despite whatever “society” told him.
His integrity and loyalty were legendary and
his sense of humour never left him. Those of
us who were his friends are proud to have
known him.

Chris Smith June 2006

The Lookout was built for the Coastguard in
1928. During the 1970’s it was no longer needed
and became a favourite haunt for whale spotters,
bird watchers and those who wished to enjoy the
inspiring panorama. When the great storm of
2005 blew out all the windows the owner asked
the MBA to renovate the building so it could
remain available as an open shelter. This work
has been carried out by volunteers in three
stages over several years. Most recently the
outside of the wooden structure has been newly
clad in western cedar, the same durable wood as
originally fitted. This needs no protective coating,
which would in any case be quickly worn away
by the wind and rain. All window frames & most
of the internal panelling have been replaced and
a new floor laid in the watchroom. The bulk of this
work has been funded in memory of David JJ
Brown. The MBA is grateful to David's friends for
their support, the volunteers who gave time and
effort to the work, and the many more folk who
help by keeping the building tidy.
Enjoy your stay.

The Lookout as first renovated in 2006


